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Canadian peace activists and researchers have long recognized that the immediate material interests of large numbers of workers, their families and indeed whole communities are often bound up with the continued vigour of the arms race. Dependent, as they are, on military production for their livelihood, these people will have greater difficulty than most in embracing the goals of the peace movement as their own. Finding a means of divorcing the material interests of these workers, their families and their communities from the arms race thus poses a great challenge to the peace movement. Most recently, the response has been to provide a
critique of the allocative distortions and opportunity costs of military spending, while pursuing a strategy of economic conversion from military to civilian production. This strategy, yet to be critically assessed in the Canadian context, is the concern here.

Economic conversion is conventionally defined as "a planning process for developing alternative uses of the work force and facilities currently engaged in military production in advance of changes in policy that may shut down or slow down work at particular facilities." Yet, more than a planning process, economic conversion has typically been a mobilizing process: a series of "grass roots," extra-parliamentary campaigns at single sites, designed to politicize those whose lives are most intimately bound up with weapons manufacture. The objective of these highly localized campaigns has been to shift resources away from military to "socially useful" production, in particular to develop alternatives to the production and testing of nuclear weapons and the export of conventional weapons to human rights violators and countries at war.

For several years, these attempts have absorbed the resources and energies of numerous peace groups, not only in Canada but also in the U.S., Britain, Germany, Belgium, Holland and elsewhere. Despite determined attempts over several years, none of these conversion efforts has succeeded. Such consistent failure calls for more than an assessment of individual campaigns; it calls for a critique of the strategy which has guided these efforts.

The following critique points to two weaknesses in the current conversion strategy. First, while economic conversion efforts focus almost exclusively at the local level — individual weapons sites, plants and communities — military production of any significance is normally integrated at least at the national level and, in the Canadian case, usually at the international level. The local level of these economic conversion initiatives has thus not been appropriate. Second, although the mechanisms shaping military production are essentially political (i.e. policies of defence, economic development, public finance, foreign trade, external affairs, and science and technology, as well as the usual 'pork barrel' and electoral considerations), conversion planning has been defined almost exclusively in narrow economic terms and has often been diverted.
by irrelevant technical details. The Cruise Missile Conversion Project is a case in point.

**The Cruise Missile Conversion Project** Starting in 1980, the Cruise Missile Conversion Project (CMCP) developed a vigorous campaign to convert the complex of plants owned by Litton Systems Canada Limited in Rexdale, a suburb of Toronto, Ontario, away from the production of guidance systems ("inertial navigation units") for Tomahawk and Air-Launched Cruise Missiles. Although the primary objective of the peace activists forming the CMCP was to halt production of the guidance systems, they recognized that a campaign which simply called for a refusal to accept the cruise contract would be ineffective. Consequently, in addition to drawing up plans for converting production to guidance devices for the blind and the physically disabled, they saw the need to provide the Litton workers with guarantees of retraining and severance pay or continued employment in the event of conversion. The CMCP activists also recognized that unionization was a critical requirement. Beyond this, in order to promote worker-owned companies and, more radically, worker self-management, the CMCP supported a major increase in the workers' control of decision-making at Litton. For all of these reasons, the CMCP's Litton campaign concentrated on politicizing and mobilizing the more than 3,000 Litton workers themselves.

The key mechanism for conversion was to be an "Alternate Use Planning Committee," the main decision-making body in determining alternative civil production. This committee would also promote economic diversification to make the community less dependent on Litton. Conversion itself would be negotiated by representatives of management, the workers, community groups and peace groups. The CMCP recognized that successful conversion would require the expertise of both the skilled workers within Litton and the academic community outside the plant. Also central to the CMCP strategy was the need to set up a "Support Fund" to help those who wanted to quit military work on principled grounds and to allow those who wanted to speak out and organize against militarism to do so with some security in case of reprisals. Finally, the CMCP recognized that parallel conversion campaigns would need to be developed at other plants.
These were the main elements of the CMCP's long-term strategy. Its first phase centred on attempts to raise workers' awareness of the issues and of the potential for conversion. The CMCP regularly distributed numerous leaflets at the plant gates and held formal and informal discussions and meetings with the workers. The group also did educational and public relations work in the area around the plant. At the same time, the CMCP carried out demonstrations and civil disobedience at Litton.

The CMCP was still in this first phase when, in 1987, the U.S. Air Force shifted procurement away from its B52-launched cruise missile (a weapon of dubious strategic value) to the faster, longer-range, more accurate "Stealth" version (a missile that would be harder for Soviet radar to detect and thus potentially useful as a first-strike weapon). The Litton plant was not selected to design the new version, however, and it was in this context that the CMCP decided to begin conversion organizing elsewhere. After this, for a variety of personal reasons, the CMCP disbanded.

Looking back, the group regards its campaign at Litton as, in large part, a success, not least because they believe that the CMCP's work played a role in the decision not to award the contract to design the advanced guidance system to the Litton plant. Indications of the CMCP's success can be seen in the large number of people who received pamphlets, leaflets and other information about the project, the "wide range of support" that the CMCP believes existed inside the factory, and the "dozens" of people who are believed to have left Litton because of the CMCP's work. Further afield, the CMCP influenced several other attempts to stop military production and testing, including the successful campaign to stop Litton's attempt to set up production of radar components for NATO's Low Level Air Defence System on Prince Edward Island. More generally, the CMCP encouraged the peace movement to shift focus away from responses to changes in U.S. military and foreign policy toward an emphasis on the kind of role that Canadians can play with respect to issues such as Strategic Defence Initiative (Star Wars) contracts, the North Warning System, and low-level flying at the Goose Bay testing range in Labrador. Not least in importance, the CMCP helped to bring an emphasis on economics into the peace movement.
In its eight years of struggle the CMCP achieved a great deal. At the same time, however, these successes were overshadowed by major strategic weaknesses which had all along bedeviled the CMCP's conversion campaign. One of the most fundamental of these weaknesses was the failure to recognize contradictions in the attempt to unionize and convert Litton at the same time. The Auto Workers conducted two union drives, and organizers for both drives regard the conversion campaign as a major reason for their inability to win union recognition. Since unions have had a difficult time organizing Litton workers, conversion campaign or no, the impact is difficult to assess. That conversion and unionization were not always complementary goals is, however, true. The workers generally saw the conversion campaign as a threat to their job security, and many saw the union as an ally of the CMCP. Since the CMCP was in no position to deliver on any of the key promises that it wanted to make to the workers regarding retraining, severance pay and guaranteed employment, these fears were not irrational. To the extent that they did influence the plant's failure to receive the new Stealth contract, the CMCP did undermine the workers' job security. In retrospect, the CMCP was less successful at fostering the workers' awareness of the dangers of the arms race than it was in persuading them that the peace movement, the CMCP especially, constituted a direct danger to their livelihoods.

The CMCP's difficulties in this regard reflect a choice which lay at the heart of their conversion strategy. That choice was based upon a highly sophisticated and consistent understanding of the relationships between certain ethical values and a particular social vision, on the one hand, and concrete political realities on the other. The CMCP's conversion strategy was designed to meet broader and longer-term goals than conversion itself. It was guided by a conviction that weapons can best be converted by those whose lives are most intimately bound up with their production, and by the vision of a participatory society in which the vast majority of citizens, most centrally the working class, would be collectively empowered through struggle to make responsible moral choices. CMCP members believed that a world founded on decentralized, popular control was the only realistic basis for a genuine and enduring world peace — a world which would not be defined by rela-
tions of domination and subordination. "Getting people to change themselves and their workplace," said one member of the CMCP, "should . . . be the leading edge of resistance to militarism." This broader vision, with its emphasis on the politicization of the Litton workers themselves, had much to do with the local nature of the CMCP's conversion strategy. The CMCP opposed working to any great degree within a parliamentary political system. Such a system, they believed, left society's most important decisions to a few politicians and bureaucrats, and many more decisions to those few who own and control large corporations.

The CMCP members were well aware of what they were up against: they knew that the Litton contracts were the creatures of Canadian government programs such as the Defence Industry Productivity Program (which subsidizes military production) and the Defence Production Sharing Agreements (a regulated and roughly balanced trade arrangement between Canada and the U.S., akin to the Auto Pact). They also knew that economic conversion would ultimately need to be an integral part of a much broader set of initiatives including not only parallel conversion campaigns at other military production sites but also a legislative campaign. Nevertheless, they thought that conversion at the level of one plant was possible. "You can't rely on legislation," they contended, "so build the alternative regardless of what's happening in the political arena." They concluded that intensive local-level organizing around conversion, coming from the bottom up, would create a more lasting change than that which might be achieved through legislative means.

It is this decision to work almost exclusively outside the political system which, in one way or another, informs almost all conversion attempts which, like those of the CMCP, focus primarily at the plant level. From the perspective of the values and long-term goals which underlie and animate conversion organizations, it may seem premature to consider the strategy underlying their attempts a failure. Nevertheless, the core rationale for all such campaigns remains conversion itself, and judged in terms of this criterion, the strategy has clearly failed.

The General Strategic Problem The CMCP's failure to convert Litton represents more than the failure of a particular
conversion campaign; it illustrates the failure of the strategy behind all local-centred conversion campaigns. The failure embodied by this strategy is so fundamental that conversion would have failed even if one plant such as Litton had been converted. In order to clarify the limits of this conversion strategy, let us, for the sake of argument, assume away all the key barriers to conversion at the level of the plant. This would mean:

1) that there is adequate consumer demand for new, alternative goods that can be produced profitably, and that this demand has not, for some reason, been satisfied;
2) that there is little "trained incapacity" and little overspecialization among the production and technical workers and the managers, so that they can be easily shifted to jobs in non-military production;
3) that the plant can be readily "re-tooled," i.e. that the technology for the production of military goods can be transformed into civilian production;
4) that rather than taking high-paying jobs in other parts of the military economy, the "technical intelligentsia" of engineers, designers, chemists, etc., as well as the managers, are willing to stay on and to help convert the plant to alternative production;
5) that production workers have sufficient confidence in the conversion plan to risk their current jobs, and that they are willing to trust management enough to collaborate in setting up the new production system;
6) that sufficient external support from financial institutions, in the form of credit arrangements, etc., is available to carry the plan from its design stage to its implementation stage; and finally
7) that these assumptions are adequate to convert the plant.
Assuming a 'best of all possible worlds' scenario where all of these conditions obtained so that the plant was converted, what would have been achieved? Aside from a symbolic victory, very little. A whole plant would have been converted without getting one step closer to stopping or slowing down the arms race because this kind of economic conversion is aimed entirely at the symptoms of militarism. It does nothing to change the state defence and foreign policies which lead to military production in the first place. Consider, again, the contract for
cruise missile guidance systems at Litton. If the plant were converted, the Canada/U.S. Defence Development and Production Sharing Agreements (according to which the balance of trade in military goods between the two countries is kept more or less equal) would still be in force. The NATO and NORAD commitments which define most Canadian military procurement policies would also remain. So the demand for military goods would be the same, and the contracts from the converted plant would simply go to another plant (as happened in the case of Prince Edward Island’s refusal to produce parts for NATO’s Low Level Air Defence System: Litton set up production in Nova Scotia instead). Under the optimal assumptions listed, this strategy would result in a “successful” conversion but would leave production of cruise missile guidance systems totally unaffected. The conversion campaign would have to start all over again at whichever plant took up the military contracts.

The Need for Alternative State Policies To be effective, conversion activists will need to abandon their strategic focus on individual military production sites and place primary emphasis instead on federal defence and foreign policies and on industrial and trade policies related to military procurement. Conversion only becomes practicable where there is excess capacity in the defence sector, or where excess capacity is predicted. Since excess capacity is a function of the demand for military goods, which is in turn contingent upon national defence policy and foreign policy regulating procurement needs, conversion activists will need to focus on the implementation of alternative defence and foreign policies. These policies will need to specify not only Canada’s long-term requirements for military goods and services but also the relation of Canadian military production to external military demand.

With alternative defence and foreign policies defining current and future excess capacity, it will be possible to know what can be converted without encountering the limits discussed above. It would then be possible to provide an effective mechanism for conversion: a national legislative framework. Such a framework could include:

1) the creation of a National Planning Council to devise, coordinate and implement alternative production plans.
2) the establishment of integrated workplace, community and regional Alternate Use Planning Committees wherever military sites are scheduled for conversion. These Committees would conduct research into production alternatives and play a major role in the implementation of alternate plans at their level.

3) the coordination of government agencies and crown corporations to assist the National Planning Council and the Alternate Use Planning Committees. This would include the integration of conversion planning with relevant federal trade and economic development policies.

4) the provision of adequate public funding to enable the Council and the Committees to carry out their mandates. (Funds currently earmarked to subsidize military production and export could be used for this purpose.)

5) a requirement that military contractors provide advance notification (a minimum of two years?) of the termination of specified military contracts, as well as appropriate penalties to ensure compliance.

6) the provision of income supplements, relocation subsidies and retraining grants for workers who lose their jobs.

7) the establishment of provisions to assist affected communities (especially those without a diversified economic base) in the maintenance of an adequate public sector infrastructure (roads, schools, public services, etc.).

**Canadian Exceptionalism** While there have been various legislative proposals along these lines in the U.S., in the current American context they have rightly been regarded as having symbolic rather than substantive value. In Canada, however, such a legislative framework is more attainable, largely because of contrasts between the American and Canadian power structures in relation to military production. Whereas that "conjunction of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry," whose power President Eisenhower warned against, lies at the heart of the U.S. power structure, there is as yet no similarly powerful "military industrial complex" in Canada. Economic conversion in Canada is, consequently, a less 'utopian' goal.

In the first place, military production is not a Canadian industry but rather a truncated dependency of the U.S. econ-
omy. Ever since the 1941 Hyde Park Declaration dealing with American-Canadian cooperative war production, military production in Canada has been an integral part of a continental defence industry\textsuperscript{20}, and Canadian military goods have been standardized to fit U.S. military specification. The cancellation of the CF105 Arrow by the Diefenbaker government in 1958 signalled the abandonment of a national defence strategy and made Canadian military policy even more the creature of U.S. interests and strategic doctrines. The NORAD Agreement in the same year, the Defence Production Sharing Agreements in 1959 and the Defence Development Sharing Program in 1963 formally entrenched this military continentalism. Viewed in this context, it becomes clear that most of the escalation of military production in Canada has been, until recently, a response to needs defined by the United States.

A second major factor which makes economic conversion in this country more feasible is that Canada's arms industry and military establishment are not large. Canada's approximately $3 billion a year in military commodity production and $2 billion in military exports is comparatively modest and constitutes a small part of the country's total trade. As a percentage of Gross Domestic Product, Canada has been spending less on military production than all of the other NATO countries, with the exception of Iceland (which has no military forces) and Luxembourg. Even allowing for differences in the size of their respective economies, Ottawa's $11.2 billion defence budget for fiscal 1988 pales next to Washington's almost $291 billion. Whereas the armed forces comprise 2.9% of the U.S. labour force, they comprise only 1% of the Canadian labour force. And whereas defence expenditures comprise 29.4% of the budget of the U.S. national government and 6.9% of the Gross Domestic Product, the comparable figures for Canada are 10.2% and 2.2% respectively.\textsuperscript{21}

This lesser economic weight translates into less political power for the defence industry. In addition, unlike the Pentagon's systematic allocation of procurement contracts to bolster domestic political support, Ottawa has been more sparing (until recently) in its use of military procurement as a tool of political leverage. Thus, in contrast to the U.S., where the dispersal of defence production has created major regional economic dependencies throughout much of the South and
West, military production in Canada is concentrated in Quebec (especially Montreal) and southern Ontario where stronger, diversified economies preclude similar levels of dependency. Although personnel, operations and maintenance expenditures have been more dispersed, the Ministry of National Defence's capital spending has been concentrated in Quebec and Ontario. Consequently, compared to the U.S., a Canadian economic conversion policy centred on capital expenditures would be less at odds with regional development priorities and the attendant political concerns of defence-dependent regional economies.

Finally, a national conversion effort is more feasible in Canada because of widespread public sympathy for the view that Canadian military and foreign policy should be more independent of Washington. Whereas nationalism and militarism are synonyms in much of the U.S., the relationship between nationalism and militarism is ambiguous in Canada. The various currents of Anglophone nationalism represented by George Grant, Walter Gordon, and Mel Watkins all identify Canadian military policy as an extension of American hegemony, and the strong isolationist traditions of Francophone nationalism are even more out of step with the Cold War consensus south of the border.

The Viability of State-Sponsored Economic Conversion In addition to the particular circumstances favouring a state-centred conversion strategy in Canada, there is a consistent record of failed local-centred conversion efforts wherever state support has been lacking. Consider the well-known attempt in the 1970s by workers at Lucas Aerospace, a major military producer in England. Between 1970 and 1975, management rationalized production, laying off five thousand workers and threatening the same to thousands more. Lucas shop stewards responded by developing a detailed "Alternative Corporate Plan" for producing non-military goods. The plan was considered feasible as long as the Labour government supported it, but as soon as the Thatcher government came to power in 1979, the company scrapped the alternative production plans and fired over 2000 workers. Workers at Vickers Ltd., another major British weapons producer, also developed an alternative plan. Without government support, it too failed.
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Similarly, when leftists gained control of the Greater London Council, they committed themselves to achieving economic conversion through a reordering of the Council's budget priorities — a plan which was also considered feasible until the Thatcher government disbanded the council in 1986.27

These are three instances where potential for economic conversion was nullified by the state. In other cases, state support has made conversion possible. During the past two decades, the U.S. government converted several military bases, replacing them with 26 civilian airports, 46 educational institutions and over 400 industrial parks.28 In the 1970s, the American government converted two plants producing biological weapons.29 Clearly the most dramatic state-sponsored successes, however, have been the reconversions which occurred in the aftermath of war. These were undertaken in all the major Allied countries (the Soviet Union, the United States, Britain, and Canada) which had military machines intact at the end of World War Two. In the Soviet Union, conversion was an integral part of the Fourth Five-Year Plan. In the West it has been widely thought that market forces were almost wholly responsible for the transition. However, while it is true that pent-up consumer demand and high savings rates during the war facilitated the shift to a peace-time economy, government legislation and planning were very important to the success of the transition. It was thanks to detailed planning by the U.S. government and the automakers, for example, that over 75% of that industry was converted from the production of tanks and other armoured vehicles to the production of cars and trucks.30

Similar government planning initiated Canadian reconversion after World War II. In 1944, Ottawa established a special Department of Reconstruction and passed considerable legislation to aid the transition to a peacetime economy. The Department of National Health and Welfare and the Department of Veterans' Affairs, both of which were also set up in 1944, distributed family allowances and veterans' benefits, thereby stimulating consumer demand for non-military goods and services. Among other measures, the government also strengthened demand for consumer products by establishing price supports for agriculture and the fisheries and by guaranteeing mortgage loans. In addition to providing for the
demobilization of returning military personnel, the government instituted special depreciation allowances on new capital investments and the efficient settling of military contracts. According to economist Gideon Rosenbluth:

Arrangements were also made for the disposal of government-owned plant, equipment and inventory rendered surplus by the end of the war. Bottlenecks that remained or developed in the supply of certain materials were dealt with by the end of the continuation of wartime allocation controls and price controls in a number of fields. A bottleneck in skilled construction labour that was considered particularly serious was broken by a rapid expansion of training facilities under federal-provincial agreement.  

State-sponsored conversion policies were not always entirely successful, and conversion today is in many respects more difficult than it was after World War II or the Korean War, or even the Vietnam War, when so much military production had civil antecedents. The fact remains, however, that all successful major conversions have occurred under government auspices and that public policy has been the key determinant of their success.

In their study of the conversion attempt at Lucas Aerospace, Elliott and Wainwright conclude that government involvement is “critical to the success of the creation of any plan for alternate production.” Similarly, a study prepared for the Greater London Conversion Council warned that “neither the trade-union movement nor the peace movement . . . seem capable of establishing the kind of conversion . . . councils required to begin preparatory work on alternative products.” The study recommended that a formal, well funded, administrative framework be set up to conduct conversion and noted that “the creation of such a framework . . . can only be accomplished by Government.” The Council on Economic Priorities in the United States concluded that “any attempt to convert nuclear weapons production facilities to civilian uses requires a substantial level of planning and financial support at the Federal, state, and local levels.” A recent special report to the Secretary General of the United Nations reached the same conclusion. The necessity of state involvement was also underlined by Inga Thorsson in her report on economic conversion in Sweden, in several U.S. studies, and throughout the history of attempted conversion legislation in the United States.
In addition to initiating alternative production, the state needs to play an important role in sustaining it. Assuming the availability of investment capital and the prospect of at least an average rate of return, private firms will themselves identify, develop and market alternative projects. That they are not doing so suggests either that there is a general failure of market research or, more likely, that alternative production is not feasible without continuing government support. Moreover, since the Canadian economy is not characterized by the high levels of unsatisfied consumer demand that existed after the Second World War, there is now far less opportunity to convert to new products. Given current conditions, most defence contractors are likely to have few alternatives, and labour markets do not have the capacity to absorb labour displaced from military production. This is especially true for workers (such as those at Litton Systems, Canada) who are not highly skilled. Even where workers are highly skilled, their skills may be quite specific to military production. 

Furthermore, since military hardware tends to be at the high-technology end of production, conversion will require planning of considerable duration. Without relocation and retraining assistance from government, most workers in facilities undergoing conversion could be unemployed or underemployed for long periods. Indeed, under current labour market conditions, many of them will need preferred hiring status on the job market if they are to avoid becoming victims of conversion. There is also the critical problem of the inequality of power that exists between workers and managers. For many reasons, such as high levels of regional unemployment and anti-labour governments, workers and unions are currently in a weak position. Without major government support for labour, conversion would almost certainly reinforce management's control of the labour process.

At the same time the Canadian government has been carrying out a highly successful conversion of seventeen redundant Cadin-Pine Tree Line radar stations in nine provinces of which most of the public (including many peace activists) are totally unaware. A federal committee representing several government departments and the Union of National Defence Employees did much of the advance planning, soliciting detailed proposals from “local impact committees” based in the
affected communities. Nine of ten stations which have been shut down (as of August 1987) have been successfully converted to non-military uses, including a retirement "villa," a skills training centre, a prison, and a native "self-contained community." Although other employment has not been found for all of those who could not or would not relocate, all who relocated have been employed in alternate jobs. Peace researcher Ken Epps concludes from this successful economic conversion that when the federal government deems it "politically appropriate," it can conduct conversion with "minimized job loss."43

Conclusion

A successful strategy for economic conversion should concentrate not on individual sites, but on the state itself. Conversion advocates need to shift their focus away from the local toward the national level, and away from the microeconomic toward the level of macropolitical economy. A better strategy would start with what is possible in the short term and expand on it in order to build the preconditions for achieving larger objectives. This will mean abandonment of the illusion that single plants are easier to convert than the state policies that foster them. Instead of focusing on local military production sites as a first step, priority should be given to providing alternative defence and foreign policies and a national legislative framework for conversion.

Effective mobilization in support of these state-centred goals requires coordination not only beyond the local level but beyond the peace movement itself, starting with sympathetic activists from religious, women's, ecology, native people's, trade union, community and other progressive organizations. While such coalitions would not absorb these culturally and organizationally disparate groups, they would entail cooperation around concrete objectives. For example, the full employment goal of unions and many community groups entails a common critique of the opportunity costs of military spending — and full employment would be the single most favourable precondition for conversion since it would facilitate the absorption of displaced defence workers. But the support of organized labour and community groups will also require very concrete
specification of the relationship between conversion and job security and of the roles that unions and community groups can play in the transition to civilian production. (If they are to play responsible roles in this transition, trade unions and community groups will need to be both financially and politically independent of the government agencies and arms contractors involved in the conversion process.)

Coalitions could also be formed around opposition to aircraft and missile flight tests in remote areas, a key concern of both ecology and native rights groups, as well as peace groups. In other cases coalitions could be based on moral affinities. Such bridges have already developed between some conversion activists and religious groups which espouse pacifist values, as well as some feminists who link militarism to patriarchy.

Local initiatives by conversion groups would continue to be a critical part of this broader, legislation-focussed mobilization. However, without a coherent national framework, local initiatives will continue to be episodic and fragmentary, dissipating the energy and talents of conversion activists. In the context of broad coalitions and a more realizable strategy, on the other hand, mobilization at the local level would be easier to sustain because local activists would know they were part of a mutually supportive, more powerful conversion effort. Thus strengthened, local groups would be more capable of checking the tendencies to organizational oligarchy at the national level. Such tendencies will likely mount as conversion activists involved in electoral mobilization and the lobbying of political parties, governments, and state bureaucracies, find themselves becoming professional “leaders” and “experts,” as well as clients of this or that faction of government officials and politicians, and hence heavily dependent on the formal political system. Among other things, these leaders may become tactically over-cautious and try to mould the base into a passive “rank and file.”

The antidote to this danger is a strong base of local activists, with horizontal links between them, who would mobilize through popular means, including the use of direct action tactics such as blocking test ranges, occupying military production centres, etc. In contrast to the CMCP and other local-centred conversion strategies, however, these local actions would be an integral part of a national legislative campaign. In order to achieve
alternative state policies and the necessary legislative framework for conversion, a successful conversion strategy requires a national organization which focuses political demands and coordinates local initiatives. A federal structure is the obvious choice, consistent with the need, emphasized in much of the peace movement (and the women’s movement), to develop organizational alternatives to the hierarchical “deep structures” of militarism, the cultural and psychological predispositions to domination and to war.

National coordination of local initiatives will need to focus on a series of related and carefully selected, specific, attainable, short-term goals. In choosing these objectives, it will be important to give great priority not only to the material costs of militarism (in terms of higher taxes, foregone social programs, etc.) but also to the ideological weaknesses of militarism. For example, right now a call to withdraw from NATO would be heavily burdened by the popular image of unilateralist appeasement à la Chamberlain. On the other hand, a repudiation of the core assumption of the Pentagon’s “counterforce policy,” the nostrum that nuclear first strikes are a legitimate tactic and that a protracted nuclear war is “winnable” (the basis of much current NATO strategy), would be ideologically sound and is in line with public opinion, which otherwise favours NATO. Popular support for the symbol of NATO does not extend to its strategic reality and this contradiction may be the Achilles heel of the government’s defence policy. A repudiation of the Pentagon’s nuclear strategy would be consistent with a legislative ban on the production of components for nuclear and nuclear-capable weapons and their support systems (e.g. components for cruise and MX missiles and systems such as the Strategic Defence Initiative and the Air Defence Initiative).

In concert with this ban, workers in the nuclear weapons sector who are displaced by a conversion program could be targeted as priority recipients of federal-provincial retraining programs. In addition to using money set aside for subsidies under the Defence Industry Productivity Program, relocation allowances and severance pay could be negotiated with the defence contractors. (By allaying workers’ concerns about job security, such legislative provisions would also aid unionization attempts.) These and other forms of material assistance would
enable at least some and perhaps many unions to translate their peace resolutions into tangible initiatives at the point of production.

Opposition to nuclear proliferation would be another theme around which to structure specific efforts. Pressure for legislative bans on the export of fissionable materials and nuclear weapons technology (CANDU nuclear reactors included), for example, could be tied to local groups (and unions) obstructing the transportation of these commodities.

Such themes would lend overall coherence and continuity to the conversion campaign, and minimize the risk that the failure of one initiative or another would become a general defeat. They also have good potential to carry public support forward from opposition to first-strike strategies and proliferation of nuclear weapons, to national debates about disentanglement from NATO and NORAD, to consideration of common security and alternative defence policies: a cumulative logic.

The defence policy emerging from the New Democratic Party (and the Canadian Labour Congress) would be consistent with the anti-nuclear part of this logic. The NDP’s proposal to make Canada a nuclear-weapons free zone, its support for a Comprehensive Test Ban, the ABM Treaty, nuclear non-proliferation, and cuts in strategic nuclear weapons, its disavowal of NATO first-strike strategies in favour of a non-provocative defence posture, its call for non-renewal of the NORAD Agreement, its commitment to stop the testing of cruise missiles and to halt participation in the Air Defence Initiative and the Strategic Defence Initiative, and its advocacy of withdrawal from the Defence Production Sharing Agreements and (eventually) from NATO, is a supportive context for converting nuclear-weapons-related production.

On the other hand, a defence policy which calls for the purchase of an unspecified number of minesweepers, frigates, helicopters, and conventional submarines is decidedly antagonistic to the conversion of non-nuclear weapons. In place of reliance on the U.S., the conventional-weapons component of the NDP’s defence policy envisages a Canadian military-industrial base supported by industrial and regional development policies, creating greater dependence on arms industry jobs and research and development, and fostering greater pres-
sures for arms exports (as in Sweden). In short, such a defence policy would create a national military-industrial complex based on conventional weaponry. The ideological result of such a policy would be to link Canadian nationalism, at least in part, to this vitalized indigenous militarism.

While there is a significant danger that the non-nuclear aspect of this kind of defence policy would create a full-scale military-industrial complex in Canada, the overall approach could nevertheless provide an opening toward denuclearization. The hope would then be that the creation of the military industrial complex could be delayed and cut back before it generated insurmountable economic and political dependencies. A campaign to deny the procurement of at least some conventional weapons would likely enjoy popular support based on antipathy toward the high costs of the non-nuclear alternative. Where production was already underway, efforts to convert these sites would also benefit from the experience provided by the previous conversion of nuclear weapons-related production. A key determinant would be whether or not a politically viable alternative to the conventional part of such a defence policy could be designed and implemented.

In conclusion, since Canadian military production is shaped by national policies, the resources currently being devoted to scattered, local-level conversion campaigns are destined to be wasted. If Canadian conversion activists are to make a more effective contribution to ending the arms race, they will need to mobilize a broad national campaign to establish national conversion legislation and to implement alternative foreign, defence and industrial policies consistent with these conversion goals. A fundamental reorientation of the peace movement's current strategy will be necessary if the conversion of military production is to succeed in Canada.
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